Comparing the measurements of the hadronic final state from partonic showers in proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions will reveal the modifications generated by the medium on partons produced in hard scatterings. This can be achieved by selecting the hard processes in which there is a direct photon in the final state. The experimental technique consists in tagging events with a well identified high energy direct photon and in measuring the azimuthal angle correlation with charged hadrons. To establish a reference measurement for heavy-ion collisions, proton-proton collision data collected with ALICE have been analyzed. Preliminary results are presented together with photon and π 0 -charged hadrons correlations showing the characteristic di-jet pattern from where the partonic momentum kT is extracted.
Introduction
High energy heavy-ion collisions enable the study of strongly interacting matter under extreme conditions. At sufficiently high collision energies Quantum-Chromodynamics (QCD) predicts that hot and dense deconfined matter, commonly referred to as the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), is formed. The experiment ALICE [1] at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] , allows the study of the QCD matter in a new energy domain. High p T partons produced in the initial stage of the collisions, have been identified as a valuable probe of the medium. They are only observed indirectly, as a collimated jet of hadrons originating from the hadronization of the partonic shower. Comparing the properties of the jet fragmentation in proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions will reveal the modifications induced by the medium on the hard scattered partons. Ideally, one needs to know the 4-momentum of the parton when it has been produced in the hard scattering and after it has been modified by the medium. This can be achieved by selecting particular hard processes in which there is a photon in the final state. Since the photon does not interact with the medium, its 4-momentum is not modified and thus provides a measure of the hard scattered parton emitted back-to-back with the photon. Measuring the hadrons opposite to the photon is thus a promising way to measure the jet fragmentation and imbalance between photon and hadrons to quantify the modifications due to the medium.
To establish a reference measurement for heavy-ion collisions, proton-proton collision data collected with ALICE in 2010 have been analyzed with the ultimate goal to construct the direct photon-charged hadron correlations. Minimum bias data have been collected in pp collisions at center of mass √ s = 7 TeV. The present results have been obtained by analyzing about 160 million events. The preliminary result is presented together with inclusive photon-charged hadrons correlation and π 0 -charged hadrons spectra all showing the characteristic di-jet pattern from where the momentum imbalance k T is extracted.
Trigger selection
The experimental technique consists in tagging events with a leading trigger and measuring the distribution of hadrons associated to this leading trigger from the same event. Such a measurement requires an excellent photon and π 0 identification and the measurement of charged and neutral hadrons with good p T resolution. In ALICE, the electromagnetic calorimeters, PHOS (|∆η| < 0.12 and ∆φ =100 o ) and EMCal (|∆η| < 0.7 and ∆φ =100 o ) [3] , are capable to measure photons with high efficiency and resolution. In the calorimeters, electromagnetic particles are detected as clusters of cells in the calorimeters. Roughly we have identified π 0 candidate as a pair of clusters with invariant mass around the π 0 mass between 110 and 160 MeV/c 2 , and single clusters are identified as inclusive photon candidates. No particle identification has been applied yet so that the single cluster sample may contain a sizable fraction of charged particles which develop a shower in the calorimeters or high-p T merged π 0 cluster which can not be reconstructed by invariant mass. The central tracking system (ITS and TPC), covering the pseudorapidity −0.9 ≤ η ≤ +0.9 and the full azimuth, is used for charged track measurements, contributes to the direct photon identification by applying the isolation technique.
Three different trigger particles have been selected for the correlation measurements: (i) the charged trigger is chosen as the track with highest transverse momentum among all the tracks from the same event, (ii) the photon cluster trigger is defined as the calorimeter cluster with highest energy and no charged track from the same event has momentum larger than photon cluster, (iii) the π 0 trigger is selected as the cluster pair within the appropriate invariant mass range and with the highest transverse momentum in the event.
Azimuthal Correlation
The azimuthal correlation between the trigger particles (charged particle, single cluster) and charged hadrons are shown in Fig. 1 . The near side (∆φ = 0) and away side (∆φ = π) peaks are clearly observed. The correlation with cluster triggers shows larger di-jet peaks reflecting the fact that the neutral trigger selection enhances the probability that the trigger is the leading particle of the jet fragmentation compared to the less restrictive charged trigger selection. The azimuthal correlations from inclusive photon clusters and π 0 triggers show quite similar shapes (Fig. 2) , indicating that most of the inclusive photon clusters are π 0 decay photons. By selecting isolated triggers, i.e. the trigger satisfies: the sum of the transverse momentum of the hadrons inside a cone with size R = 0.4 around the trigger candidate carries less than 10 % of the trigger's transverse momentum, we can enrich the sample with direct photons or single hadron jets. The near side peak is suppressed by construction, whereas the away side peak remains and a slight difference is due to the imperfect isolation parameters used in the analysis (Fig. 3) indicating the existence of di-jet events with one of the jet being a hard fragmenting jet or eventually a direct photon.
k T extraction
Because of the hadronization, we do not have direct access to the parton kinematics and therefore can measure neither the fragmentation function nor the magnitude of partonic transverse momentum k T which modifies the ideal 2 → 2 kinematics. However, the isolated photon/π 0 triggered correlation could be used to extract the partonic level kinematics to the extend that the Leading Order kinematics dominates, as suggested by the PHENIX analysis [4] : However this preliminary analysis does not allow to draw any conclusion other than these results indicate the expected behavior. Exciting physics will certainly come with the final analysis of large statistics within well-calibrated detectors and all efficiency corrections.
